A graph is called supereulerian if it has a spanning closed trail. Let G be a 2-edge-connected graph of order n such that each minimal edge cut S ⊆ E(G) with |S| 6 3 satisÿes the property that each component of G − S has order at least (n − 2)=5. We prove that either G is supereulerian or G belongs to one of two classes of exceptional graphs. Our results slightly improve earlier results of Catlin and Li. Furthermore, our main result implies the following strengthening of a theorem of Lai within the class of graphs with minimum degree ¿ 4: If G is a 2-edge-connected graph of order n with (G) ¿ 4 such that for every edge xy ∈ E(G) , we have max{d(x); d(y)} ¿ (n − 2)=5 − 1, then either G is supereulerian or G belongs to one of two classes of exceptional graphs. We show that the condition (G) ¿ 4 cannot be relaxed. ?
Introduction
We use [2] for terminology and notation not deÿned here and consider ÿnite loopless graphs only. Let G be a graph. We use (G), (G) and (G) to denote the edge-connectivity, the maximum degree and the minimum degree of G, respectively. If E(G) = ∅, then the edge degree of G, denoted by 2 (G), is deÿned as min{d(x) + d(y) | xy ∈ E(G)}. Let O(G) denote the set of all vertices of G with odd degrees. An eulerian graph is a connected graph G with O(G) = ∅ (hence K 1 is an eulerian graph).
A graph is called supereulerian if it has a spanning eulerian subgraph. A subgraph H of a graph G is dominating if G − V (H ) is edgeless, i.e. if every edge of G is incident with at least one vertex of H .
The line graph of a graph G, denoted by L(G), has E(G) as its vertex set, where two vertices in L(G) are adjacent if and only if the corresponding edges in G are adjacent. There is a close relationship between dominating eulerian subgraphs in G and hamiltonian cycles in L(G).
Theorem 1 (Harary and Nash-Williams [10] ). Let G be a graph with |E(G)| ¿ 3. Then L(G) is hamiltonian if and only if G has a dominating eulerian subgraph.
Various su cient conditions for the existence of supereulerian graphs and dominating eulerian subgraph in terms of 2 (G) have been derived (see, e.g. [1,6 -9] ).
From Theorem 1 one easily sees that a supereulerian graph has a hamiltonian line graph. Simple examples show that not every graph with a hamiltonian line graph is supereulerian [5] . Veldman proved the following which is conjectured in [1] . Here D 1 (G) denotes the set of vertices of G with degree one.
Theorem 2 (Veldman [13] ). If G is a simple graph of order n with (G −D 1 (G)) ¿ 2 and if
then for n su ciently large; L(G) is hamiltonian.
If (1.1) holds, then we have
Therefore, it is natural to consider whether (1.1) can be replaced by (1.2). Lai investigated this problem. He obtained the following result with a slightly better lower bound.
Theorem 3 (Lai [12] ). If G is a simple graph of order n with (G − D 1 (G)) ¿ 2 and if min{max{d(x); d(y)} | xy ∈ E(G)} ¿ n=5 − 1; then for n su ciently large; L(G) is hamiltonian unless G is in a class of well-characterized graphs.
Since in this note the above result plays a minor role, we refrain from explicitly describing the exceptional graphs. We only mention here that the exceptional graphs can be contracted to one of seven graphs, including K 2; 3 and K 2; 5 , in a similar way as described in the next two sections.
It is in its turn natural to investigate whether the minimum degree condition in the above theorem (combined with a necessary condition for the existence of a spanning eulerian subgraph, e.g. (G) ¿ 2) guarantees a spanning eulerian subgraph in G instead of a dominating eulerian subgraph. This is indeed the case. We show that in fact a slightly weaker condition is su cient for 2-edge-connected graphs with minimum degree at least four to be supereulerian, with again some exceptional classes.
Theorem 4. Let G be a simple graph with (G) ¿ 2 and with n ¿ 12 vertices. If (G) ¿ 4 and if
then exactly one of the following holds: (a) G is supereulerian; (b) The reduction G of G is isomorphic to K 2; 5 such that each pre-image of a vertex with degree 2 in G has exactly order (n − 2)=5 in G; (c) The reduction G of G is isomorphic to K 2; 3 such that each vertex of G corresponds to a pre-image in G of order at least (n − 2)=5.
Before we present a proof of this result as well as related results, we have to deÿne what we mean with the reduction of a graph G. For this purpose, we give a short description of Catlin's reduction method in Section 2. We present our results and proofs in Section 3. Our main result (Theorem 7 in Section 3) implies several known and new results on dominating eulerian subgraphs and supereulerian graphs of minimum degree at least four. The proofs are similar to the proofs of Catlin and Li in [8] . In Section 4 we show that we cannot relax our lower bound four on the minimum degree in the above result.
Catlin's reduction method
Let G be a graph and let H be a connected subgraph of G. G=H denotes the graph obtained from G by contracting H , i.e. by replacing H by a vertex v H such that the number of edges in G=H joining any v ∈ V (G)−V (H ) to v H in G=H equals the number of edges joining v in G to H . A graph G is contractible to a graph G if G contains pairwise vertex-disjoint connected subgraphs H 1 ; : : : ; H k with . A graph is collapsible if for every even subset X of V (G) there exists a spanning connected subgraph G X of G such that X = O(G X ). In particular, K 1 is collapsible. Note that any collapsible graph G is supereulerian since ∅ is an even subset of V (G). Catlin [7] showed that every graph G has a unique collection of pairwise vertex-disjoint maximal collapsible subgraphs H 1 ; H 2 ; : : : ; H k such that
The reduction of G is the graph obtained from G by successively contracting H 1 ; H 2 ; : : : ; H k . A graph is reduced if it is the reduction of some graph.
The following results from [7] are necessary for the proofs of our results.
Theorem 5 (Catlin [7] ). Let G be a connected graph and let G be the reduction of G. Then G is supereulerian if and only if G is supereulerian.
Theorem 6 (Catlin [7] ). Let G be a nontrivial graph and let 
Main results and its consequences
In our proof of the following theorem, we use Catlin's reduction method. Theorem 6 is a key to our proof.
Theorem 7. Let G be a simple graph of order n with (G) ¿ 2. If for every minimal edge cut S ⊆ E(G) with |S| 6 3 we have that every component of G − S has order at least (n − 2)=5 ¿ 2; then exactly one of the following holds:
The reduction G of G is isomorphic to K 2; 5 such that each pre-image of a vertex with degree 2 in G has exactly order (n − 2)=5 in G. (c) The reduction G of G is isomorphic to K 2; 3 such that each vertex of G corresponds to a pre-image in G with order at least (n − 2)=5.
Proof. The main proof idea is the same as in [8] . Let G be the reduction of G. If 
If |V 3 | ¿ 6, we would similarly obtain n ¿ We distinguish three cases to complete the proof. By (b) of Theorem 6, uv ∈ E(G ). Hence
Since (G ) ¿ 2 and G contains no 3-cycle,
We distinguish the following two subcases.
Without loss of generality we assume that
Since G is 2-edge-connected and nontrivial, by (b) of Theorem 6, v 4 v 5 ∈ E(G ). Hence G is eulerian, implying that G is supereulerian by Theorem 5. Corollary 8. Let G be a simple graph of order n with (G) ¿ 2. If for every minimal edge cut S ⊆ E(G) with |S| 6 3 we have that every component of G − S has order greater than n=5; then G is supereulerian.
Proof. Let G satisfy the hypothesis of Corollary 8. Then G satisÿes the hypothesis of Theorem 7 and satisÿes neither (b) nor (c) of Theorem 7. So G is supereulerian.
Now we can present a proof of Theorem 4.
Proof of Theorem 4. Let G be a graph satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 4. It is su cient to show that G satisÿes the hypothesis of Theorem 7.
Let S be a minimal edge cut of G with |S| 6 3, and let G 1 and G 2 be the two components of G−S with |V (G 1 )| 6 |V (G 2 )|. It is su cient to prove that |V (G 1 )| ¿ (n−2)=5. Since (G) ≥ 4, G 1 has at least an edge, say uv, such that both of u; v are not incident with any edge of S. By (1.3) ,
Thus G satisÿes the hypothesis of Theorem 7. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.
Obviously, Theorem 4 improves the following result (for graphs on more than 12 vertices).
Theorem 9 (Catlin and Li [8] ). Let G be a simple graph of order n ¿ 12 with (G) ¿ 2. If (G) ¿ 4 and if
then exactly one of the following holds:
The reduction G of G is isomorphic to K 2; 3 such that each vertex of G corresponds to a pre-image in G with order exactly n=5.
We present some other consequences of Theorems 4 and 7.
Corollary 10. Let G be a simple graph of order n ¿ 12
Proof. One easily checks that G satisÿes the hypothesis of Theorem 7 and it satisÿes neither (b) nor (c) of Theorem 7. So G is supereulerian.
Corollary 10 supports the conjecture due to Thomassen that every 4-connected line graph is hamiltonian. A related result by Jaeger implies that Corollary 10 is true even without the assumptions on simplicity and the order of the graph, since if the line graph L(G) of a graph G with (G) ¿ 4 is 4-connected, then G itself must be 4-edge-connected.
Theorem 11 (Jaeger [11] ). Every 4-edge-connected graph is supereulerian.
The ÿnal consequence of our main results we want to mention is the following.
Corollary 12 (Cai [4] ). Let G be a 2-edge-connected simple graph of order n ¿ 20. If (G) ¿ n=5 − 1; then either G is supereulerian or the reduction of G is isomorphic to K 2; 3 ; where every pre-image of the vertices of K 2; 3 is either K n=5 or K n=5 − e.
Proof. Let G satisfy the hypothesis of this corollary. Then G satisÿes the hypothesis of Theorem 4 and does not satisfy (b) of Theorem 4. Since (G) ¿ n=5 − 1; every pre-image of the vertices of K 2; 3 is either K n=5 or K n=5 − e. Corollary 12 follows.
Remarks on minimum degree
From our main results and its consequences, one may wonder whether the minimum degree condition (G) ¿ 4 is crucial or not for our conclusions. One might expect that the same conclusions hold without this restriction on the minimum degree. However there exist graphs with a large minimum degree that are not supereulerian. K 2; 3 with the vertices replaced by large complete subgraphs is such an example that appears in Corollary 12. As remarked in the previous section, Corollary 10 supports the conjecture due to Thomassen that every 4-connected line graph is hamiltonian. More recently, Broersma et al. [3] have shown that this conjecture is equivalent to seemingly weaker conjectures in which the conclusion is replaced by the conclusion that there exists a spanning subgraph consisting of a bounded number of paths. From Corollary 10, one might expect that a stronger conjecture holds, namely that if the line graph of a graph G is 4-connected, then G is supereulerian. But this is not true: K 2;n−2 (with n ¿ 7 odd) is an exception. Similarly, we have examples showing that the minimum degree restriction (G) ¿ 4 is necessary for results of the above type for supereulerian graphs (and hamiltonian line graphs).
Minimum degree three. The following result on graphs with minimum degree at least three has been obtained by Veldman.
Theorem 13 (Veldman [13] ). Let G be a 2-edge-connected simple graph of order n such that (G) ¿ 3 and
If n is su ciently large, then either G is supereulerian or G is contractible to K 2; 3 .
Comparing the above result with Theorem 2, the condition of Theorem 13 is considerably weaker, but one has to exclude all graphs that are contractible to K 2; 3 . One might expect that the condition in (1.2) can be used instead, with the same exceptional graphs related to K 2; 3 . This is not the case, we can construct many other exceptional graphs. See Fig. 1 for a class of examples. Here the black vertices represent large complete subgraphs, e.g. all isomorphic to K (n−2)=4 .
Minimum degree two. Within the class of graphs with minimum degree at least four, Theorem 4 improves the following best possible result of Catlin [6] . Theorem 14 (Catlin [6] ). Let G be a 2-edge-connected simple graph of order n such that 2 (G) ¿ 2 3 (n + 1): Then either G is supereulerian or G is isormorphic to K 2;n−2 and n is odd.
Without a restriction on the minimum degree, we can construct many graphs G with a large lower bound on min{max{d(x); d(y)} | xy ∈ E(G)}; but such that G is not supereulerian. In Fig. 2 we give a class of examples. Here we choose n and divide the vertices in such a way that the four vertices with degree larger than two get degree (n − 4)=2 ≡ 1 (mod 2).
More generally, one can start with a P 3 , P 4 , C 3 or C 4 and replace all edges by a number of internally-disjoint paths of length two in such a way that (i) the resulting graph is 2-edge-connected, (ii) at least one (hence two) of the vertices of the original graph gets an odd degree and (iii) all vertices of the original graph get a degree at least n=2 − 3; where n denotes the number of vertices of the resulting graph after the replacement of edges by paths. Note that in case one starts with a C 3 , the degree of the vertices of the original C 3 could be made close to 2n=3.
